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 1 Project description
Preliminary study of an ADC mezzanine, 1 GSps, 10bits 2 channels. This mezzanine has to be fully 
compatible with the standard : FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC).

A low-pin count connector will be used to connect the mezzanine with the “carrier”.

The carrier is an Open Hardware project: Simple PCIe FMC carrier (SPEC)

 2 Links
Open Hardware repository:

http://www.ohwr.org/projects

Simple PCIe FMC carrier (SPEC):

http://www.ohwr.org/projects/spec

FMC ADC 100M 14bits 4channels:

http://www.ohwr.org/projects/fmc-adc-100m14b4cha/wiki/

The most important: FMC ADC 1G 10bits 2channels:

http://www.ohwr.org/projects/fmc-adc-100m14b4cha/wiki/fmc-adc-1g10b2ch

 3 Contacts
Erik Van der Bij : erik.van.der.bij@cern.ch (project manager) 022 / xxx.xx.xx

Matthieu Cattin : matthieu.cattin@cern.ch (Hardware developer) 022 / 767.19.97

Sylvain Bruderer : sylvain.bruderer@magentasys.com 022 / 366.33.33 or 078 / 809.34.54

Fréd Monney : fred.monney@magentasys.com 022 / 757.28.74
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 4 Abstract
This is a copy of the address : http://www.ohwr.org/projects/fmc-adc-100m14b4cha/wiki/fmc-adc-1g10b2ch

Fmc-adc-1g10b2ch

Project description

The FmcAdc1G12b2cha is a 2 channel 1GSPS 10 bit ADC card in FMC (FPGA Mezzanine Card) format using an LPC 
connector. 
The gain can be set by software in three steps: +/-50mV, +/-0.5V, +/-5V. 
An offset circuit is used in the front-end design of the ADC board and allows a voltage shift in the same range as the chosen 
gain.

Specifications

Main specifications

Parameter Value 

max. sample rate 1 GSPS 

bits/sample 10 bit 

ENOB > 8 bit 

channels 2 

connectors 2 x LEMO 00 for signals, 1 x LEMO 00 for trigger 

analog bandwidth 250 MHz. DC-coupled. 

input impedance 50 Ohm 

gain steps +/-50 mV, +/-0.5 V, +/-5 V for full scale 

offset correction range same as the set gain. 

max. gain error 

SNR 

FMC to carrier interface FMC low pin count connector 

ADC interface serial LVDS 

clock source internal: from programmable on-board oscillator (synchronisable from White Rabbit). 

Optional parameters

Parameter Value 

differential inputs option to have differential inputs instead of single-ended. 

max. sample rate implement a 500 KSPS version (125 MHz bandwidth) if the price difference is significant. 

precision precision is not the most important parameter for the foreseen applications at CERN. 

gain steps +/-50 mV, +/-0.5 V, +/-5 V for full scale. Other ranges in x1, x2 and x5 would be nice to have. 

Other system specifications

Parameter Value 

sample memory 128 ksamples. 

synchronisation 
possibility to link several cards to share and synchronise sampling clock.
likely implemented by cross-linking carrier cards. 

readout functionality 
scaling multiplication in hardware.
peak (min/max) detection in hardware for blocks of n samples, storing only these peak values. 
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 5 Block diagram of the project
To realize the preliminary study of this project, it's important to define mains functions:

• ADC (see chapter 6)

• Conversion of analog signal to digital signal

• Connection ADC <==> FPGA (see chapter 7)

• Front-end (see chapter 8)

• Amplification or attenuation of analog signal

• Clock (see chapter 9)

• Provide to the ADC low jitter clock reference 

• Power supply (see chapter 10)

• Provide power to every component on the board

• Power dissipation (see chapter 11)

• All components operating with so high frequency will liberate much heat.
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 6 ADC search
First part of the job, find some ADC, who matched with specifications.

Important parameters:

• sample rate (more than 500MSps)

• number of bits (more than 8)

 6.1 ADC manufacturers

ADC manufacturers list:

• Analog Device

• Linear Technology

• Texas

• E2V

• National

• NXP

• Maxim

 6.2 First filter

Sampling frequency: 1 or 2 channels >= 1GSPS or 2 channels >= 500MSPS.

The second case could be interesting in case of interleaving possibility.

 6.2.1 Analog Device

Only one product can be potentially used, the adc “AD9286” but it has only 8 bits resolution.
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 6.2.2 Linear Technology

No product pass the filter. 

 6.2.3 Texas

Only one product pass the filter : ADS5400. In fact, two product pass the filter but the second one is 
a “space requirement” of the first one and the price is around 9500USD.
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 6.2.4 E2V

E2V has a lot of potential candidate. See the table bellow (6.3:Overview of potential “candidate” (8,
10, 12 bits)).

 6.2.5 National

National has the “ADC10D1000”
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 6.2.6 NXP

NXP doesn't have any converter “faster” than 250MSPS.

 6.2.7 Maxim

Maxim has one candidate : MAX104 or eventually MAX108.
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 6.3 Overview of potential “candidate” (8, 10, 12 bits)

Name Sample Rate
[MSPS]

Resolution
[bits]

Input channels
[-]

Power
[mW]

Price
[-]

AD9286 Analog 500 8 2 315 36 USD

ADS5400 Texas 1000 12 1 2200 826 USD

AT84AD001B E2V 1000 8 2 1400

AT84AD001C E2V 1000 8 2 1400

AT84AS003 E2V 1500 10 1 6500

EV10AQ190 E2V 1250 10 4 5800

ADC10D1000 National 1000 10 2 2770 1384 USD

MAX104 Maxim 1000 8 1 5250
All information used to write this table, come from manufacturer's Internet site at the date of august 
16 2011.

 6.4 Overview of potential “candidates” (10, 12 bits)

Name Sample Rate
[MSPS]

Resolution
[bits]

Input channels
[-]

Power
[mW]

Price
[-]

ADS5400 Texas 1000 12 1 2200 826 USD 1)

AT84AS003 E2V 1500 10 1 6500

EV10AQ190 E2V 1250 10 4 5800

ADC10D1000 National 1000 10 2 2770 1384 USD 1)

1) Price from DigiKey

All information used to write this table, come from manufacturer's Internet site at the date of 2011 
august 16.

 6.5 ADC preliminary conclusion

The “ADS5400” from “Texas” and the “ADC10D1000” from “National” seems to be 2 very good 
candidates. Especially regarding on the power consumption.

It's appeared than downgrading the sampling rate from 1GSPs to 500MSPs and keep 10 bits 
resolution, will not provide that much more “candidates”:
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 7 Connexion between the ADC and the FPGA
Before going further on the choice of ADC, it will be important to find out the FPGA inputs 
capabilities.

The FPGA used on the FMC Carrier is: Xilinx XC6SLX45T-3FGG484C (Xilinx Spartan 6).

IO characteristics (page 1 of the document  « DS160 (v1.7) » Spartan-6 Family Overview from 
Xilinx) :
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 7.1 Multi-gigabit transceiver data pairs on the FMC low-pin count

The maximum transfer rate on those lines depend of FPGA characteristics. Multi-gigabit lines 
names are “DP*_M2C_*” or “DP*_C2M_*” (where C = carrier and M=mezzanine).

On the low-pin count connector only one pair are available on each direction. Those line are 
connected on the MGTRX** FPGA pins. So those pins are connected at a GTP module.

Regarding of the maximum transfer rate find on the “Spartan” documentation (max 3.2 Gb/s), it 
would not be possible to support the transfer rate of an “ADC” with serial output.

 7.2 Standard IO

Apparently, standard IO are able to sustain 1.08Gb/s data rate. That mean it would be possible to 
use “ADC” who used a parallel output type (where each bit use LVDS lines).

 7.3 Connexion between ADC and FPGA conclusion

Regarding on the FPGA characteristics and FMC standard, we should be able to sustain a 1GSPs if 
the ADC send data on parallel but on LVDS lines.
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 8 Front-end
This chapter should be completed and verified by an analog expert.  Most part of the following 
documentation is coming from amplifier manufacturer web site.

 8.1 National: example of DC to 400 MHz front end

On the data sheet of the LMH6518 (from page 17 to 27), there is a very good example of “DC to 
400MHz” front end.

 

 8.2 Front-end conclusion

Using the “National” solution could be interesting to save development time, but maybe it's not the 
simplest  schematic.  Contacting an analog expert  can be a  very good idea to  go further  in  this 
project. In case of keeping the “National” schematic,it could be interesting to use “soft” gain of the 
LMH6518 instead of relays gain selector. If an hardware selection gain has to be used, using a 
PhotoMOS relay can save a lot of room on the PCB.
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 9 Clock generation and distribution
To keep the best ADC performances, it very important to have a very stable clock. So to have the 
clock jitter the smallest possible, few companies provide integrated chips with jitter cleaner and 
distribution buffer.

For example:

Texas Instrument:

• CDCE62005 (Integrated VCO) 5 outputs

• CDCM7005 (External VCO needed) 5 outputs

National Semiconductor:

• LMK04033 (Integrated VCO) 2 outputs

• LMK03033 (Integrated VCO) 4 outputs

• LMX2531LQ1910E (Integrated VCO) 1 output

Analog Device

• AD9517 (Internal OR External VCO) 4 outputs (12 outputs single ended)

Silicon Labs

• Si570 (Integrated VCO) 1 output (this one is used on the fmc_adc_100m14b2ch)

Following blocks diagrams are examples of what is existent:
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 10 Power supply
Depend of which components will be used, few different voltage will have to be generated.

List of voltage:

• 3.3V (ADC Texas; Clock; …)

• 1.9V (ADC National)

• 5.0V (Front-end amplifier)

• +/-  6 to 8V (Front-end amplifier)

If DC/DC converter structure will be used, the power consumption will be around 120mW (LT1931 
with a power supply of 12V).

If linear regulator will be used to generate 1.9V from 2.5V with 1.5A of current load, it would be 
900mW of power consumption.

So before going further, it will be important to choose the final architecture.

 11 Temperature
ADC maximum operating temperature is 85[°c]. So to keep best performances, the heat generated 
by all components will have to be evacuated.

List of power dissipation:

Component Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Number of channel
ADC
Clock

1
ADC10D1000
LMK04033

2
ADC10D1000
LMK04033

1
ADS5400
LMK04033

2
2xADS5400
LMK04033

Power [mW] Power [mW] Power [mW] Power [mW]

ADC 2900 2900 2150 4300

Clock 1100 1100 1100 1100

Power supply1,2 1000 1000 500 500

Front-end1 1200 2400 1200 2400

Total 6200 7400 4950 8300

Note:
1)  Power supply and Front-end power consumption will depend of the final architecture, so values choose on the table are very  
approximative.
2)The difference between Case1,2 and Case3,4 is the operating voltage of the ADC (case 1,2 National converter 1.9V and Case3,4  
Texas converter 3.3V)

To defined if a cooling system is needed, another study will be necessary.
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 11.1 Texas ADS5400 Thermal evacuation

On their package, “Texas” has included a “PowerPAD” to have a thermal resistor as small as 
possible.

For the ADC chip ADS5400, with an ambient temperature of 85° and a power consumption of 
2.15[W] the temperature junction should be: 146°.

Using an ADS5400 without special cooling system seems to be OK.

 11.2 National Thermal evacuation

National has also a thermal pad to keep the thermal resistor has small has possible.

 

For the ADC chip ADC10D1000, with an ambient temperature of 85° and a power consumption of 
2.9[W] the temperature junction should be: 131°.

Using an ADC10D1000 without special cooling system seems to be OK.
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 12 PCB population
To choose the final architecture, it's  important to check if there is enough room on the PCB to 
contain all components. 

The front-end schematic describe at the chapter 8:Front-end has been used to populate the PCB.

 12.1 Example with two ADS5400 (worth case)

Component placed:

Number  and  type  of 
component

Function Number  and  type  of 
component

Function

2x ADS5400 ADC 2x 3 Relay Front-end 

2x LMH6518 Front-end amplifier 1x DAC Offset compensation

2x LMV842 Front-end amplifier 1x LMK04033 Clock distribution

2x 20 resistors Front-end 1x ASP-127797-01 FMC connector

2x 10 capacitors Front-end 2x 3 transistors Front-end 
Attention, on the following figure, there is no power supply components implemented (regulators, 
inductors, capacitors). 

So regarding to the previous figure, it could be challenging to route this PCB, but this is the worth 
case in term of volume of component.

Of course, there is few way to reduce this volume.

1. Using PhotoMOS relays (example: AQY221N3MY) instead of mechanical relays

2. Using one ADC10D1000 instead of two ADS5400

3. Using a simplest front-end schematic

4. Using  “soft”  gain  selector(programmable  gain  into  amplifier  LMH6518)  instead  of 
mechanical one (relays or PhotoMOS) 
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 13 Conclusion
There is few different “ADC”, how can be used to realize the “Fmc-adc-1g10b2ch” project. The 
two best choice in term of performance and power consumption are:

1. ADS5400 from Texas (12bits, 1 channel, 775 USD)

2. ADC10D1000 from National (10bits, 2 channels, 1334 USD)

To have more informations, see chapter 6.5:ADC preliminary conclusion.

Using two ADS5400 would be a little more complicated than using only one ADC10D1000. But 
with not that much effort and price, performances will be improved from 10bits to 12bits.

FPGA LVDS inputs seems to be able to sustain a data rate of 1.08Gb/s. So the communication, 
between ADCs and FPGA, is possible,  if every bit of the ADC used LVDS pair  lines. For a 2  
channel 10 bits, 20 “LAxx_P” and “LAxx_N” signals will be used. On the low-pin count connector 
there is 34 “LA” pairs available, so 14 more “LA” pairs will be available to transmit others signals.

To have more informations, see chapter 7.3:Connexion between ADC and FPGA conclusion.

There is a lot of different solution to generate the clock, few different manufacturers provide chips 
and application  notes.  ADC manufacturer  provide  also clock generation chips  to  have the best 
performances. To have some example, see chapter 9:Clock generation and distribution.

The  feasibility  of  the  digital  chain  (clock,  ADC,  FPGA)  is  demonstrated  but  the  biggest 
interrogation, on this project, is the front-end part.

National semiconductor provide some very good example of front-end amplifier (DC to 400MHz), 
maybe it's not the simplest schematic but it can save some development time. Asking an analog 
expert could be a very good idea to improve amplifier performances.

To have more information, see chapter 8:Front-end.

Few thing has to be deeply verify:

• temperature evacuation

• front-end amplifier

• PCB room depending of architecture (ADC10D1000 or ADS5400)

But the project “Fmc-adc-1g10b2ch” is feasible.

In case of any question or suggestion, please contact : info@magentasys.com
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 14 Annex project

 14.1 White Rabbit

Project created to synchronize (less than 1ns) devices plugged on an Ethernet network.

Link: http://www.ohwr.org/projects/white-rabbit

 14.2 Wishbone

FPGA internal bus used on the Carrier board.

Link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wishbone_%28computer_bus%29

 14.3 Almost the same type of board...

There is an example of same type of board found on the Internet. For a price inquiry, please contact 
MagentaSys.

http://www.4dsp.com/FMC110.php
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Following chapters contain interesting informations found on 
the Internet.

It has been saved here to keep a trace of it.
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 15 Interesting links:
http://www.analog.com/en/content/over_design_with_ADCs_ADC_tutorials/fca.html

 15.1 ADC manufacturer links

 15.1.1 Analog Device
http://www.analog.com/en/analog-to-digital-converters/products/index.html

Nothing we are looking for.

 15.1.2 Linear Technology

http://parametric.linear.com/html/analog-to-digital_converters_%28adc%29?
p=8199501&s=1097&o=DESC&v=

Nothing we are looking for.

 15.1.3 Texas
http://focus.ti.com/paramsearch/docs/parametricsearch.tsp?family=analog&familyId=2020&uiTemplateId=NODE_STRY_PGE_T

ADS5400

 15.1.4 E2V
http://www.e2v.com/products-and-services/hi-rel-semiconductor-solutions/broadband-data-converters/datasheets/

EV10AQ190

 15.1.5 National

http://www.national.com/en/adc/ultra_high_speed_adc.html

ADC10D1000 (1400 USD)

http://www.national.com/pf/DC/ADC10D1000.html#Compare

 15.1.6 NXP

http://www.nxp.com/#/ps/ps=[i=53500]|pp=[t=pfp,i=53500]

Nothing we are looking for.

 15.1.7 Maxim

http://para.maxim-ic.com/en/search.mvp?fam=fast_adc&hs=1

MAX104

MAX108

MAX109
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 16 Data sheet of different component

 16.1 Texas ADS5400
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 16.2 Clock source for the ADC

 16.3 CDC7005
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 16.4 Overview of Texas Clock Generator

 16.5 Overview of National clock generator
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 16.6 FMC110 clock system

 16.7 Oscillator (VCXO)

 16.7.1 Used on FMC110

On the FMC110, they use a Z-COMM oscillator: CLV1000A-LF
http://www.zcomm.com/Webstore/ProductInfo.aspx?productid=CLV1000A-LF

 16.7.2 Used on the evaluation board of CDC7005

On the CDC7005 evaluation board, the type of VCO is : TCO-2111T6144 (Toyocom)
I have not found this  reference number on the Toyocom web site but to have an idea of their 
product, take a look at the following link :
http://www.epsontoyocom.co.jp/english/product/OSC/set07/vg4502ca/index.html
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 16.8 National solution

 16.9 National Example of schematic to drive ADC input

National have few different fully differential amplifier:

http://www.national.com/cat/index.cgi?i=i//298

Example : 
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 16.10 Analog Example of schematic to drive ADC input

Analog device are some very good stuff on their documentation.

They have a program who calculate components around fully differential amplifier. 

http://www.analog.com/en/specialty-amplifiers/differential-amplifiers/ada4927-
2/products/overview/over_diff_amp_calculator/resources/fca.html
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 16.11 National: example of DC to 400 MHz front end

On the data sheet of the LMH6518 (from page 17 to 27), there is a very good example of “DC to 
400MHz” front end.
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 16.12 Relay Omron

http://components.omron.eu/en/products/catalogue/relays/high_frequency_relays/default.html

Few different possibilities are available, the following link is a 2.6GHz compatible:

http://components.omron.eu/en/products/catalogue/relays/high_frequency_relays/g6z/default.html

 16.13 Texas Thermal evacuation

On their package, “Texas” has included a “PowerPAD” to have a thermal resistor as small as 
possible.
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 16.14 National Thermal evacuation

National has also a thermal pad to keep the thermal resistor has small has possible.
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	Linear Technology
	Texas
	E2V
	National
	NXP
	Maxim
	 6.2  First filter
	Sampling frequency: 1 or 2 channels >= 1GSPS or 2 channels >= 500MSPS.
	The second case could be interesting in case of interleaving possibility.
	 6.2.1  Analog Device
	
	Only one product can be potentially used, the adc “AD9286” but it has only 8 bits resolution.
	 6.2.2  Linear Technology
	
	No product pass the filter. 
	 6.2.3  Texas
	
	Only one product pass the filter : ADS5400. In fact, two product pass the filter but the second one is a “space requirement” of the first one and the price is around 9500USD.
	 6.2.4  E2V
	
	
	E2V has a lot of potential candidate. See the table bellow (6.3:Overview of potential “candidate” (8, 10, 12 bits)).
	 6.2.5  National
	
	National has the “ADC10D1000”
	 6.2.6  NXP
	
	NXP doesn't have any converter “faster” than 250MSPS.
	 6.2.7  Maxim
	
	Maxim has one candidate : MAX104 or eventually MAX108.
	 6.3  Overview of potential “candidate” (8, 10, 12 bits)
	Name
	Sample Rate
	[MSPS]
	Resolution
	[bits]
	Input channels
	[-]
	Power
	[mW]
	Price
	[-]
	AD9286
	Analog
	500
	8
	2
	315
	36 USD
	ADS5400
	Texas
	1000
	12
	1
	2200
	826 USD
	AT84AD001B
	E2V
	1000
	8
	2
	1400
	AT84AD001C
	E2V
	1000
	8
	2
	1400
	AT84AS003
	E2V
	1500
	10
	1
	6500
	EV10AQ190
	E2V
	1250
	10
	4
	5800
	ADC10D1000
	National
	1000
	10
	2
	2770
	1384 USD
	MAX104
	Maxim
	1000
	8
	1
	5250
	All information used to write this table, come from manufacturer's Internet site at the date of august 16 2011.
	 6.4  Overview of potential “candidates” (10, 12 bits)
	Name
	Sample Rate
	[MSPS]
	Resolution
	[bits]
	Input channels
	[-]
	Power
	[mW]
	Price
	[-]
	ADS5400
	Texas
	1000
	12
	1
	2200
	826 USD 1)
	AT84AS003
	E2V
	1500
	10
	1
	6500
	EV10AQ190
	E2V
	1250
	10
	4
	5800
	ADC10D1000
	National
	1000
	10
	2
	2770
	1384 USD 1)
	1) Price from DigiKey
	All information used to write this table, come from manufacturer's Internet site at the date of 2011 august 16.
	 6.5  ADC preliminary conclusion
	The “ADS5400” from “Texas” and the “ADC10D1000” from “National” seems to be 2 very good candidates. Especially regarding on the power consumption.
	It's appeared than downgrading the sampling rate from 1GSPs to 500MSPs and keep 10 bits resolution, will not provide that much more “candidates”:
	 7  Connexion between the ADC and the FPGA
	Before going further on the choice of ADC, it will be important to find out the FPGA inputs capabilities.
	The FPGA used on the FMC Carrier is: Xilinx XC6SLX45T-3FGG484C (Xilinx Spartan 6).
	
	IO characteristics (page 1 of the document  « DS160 (v1.7) » Spartan-6 Family Overview from Xilinx) :
	
	 7.1  Multi-gigabit transceiver data pairs on the FMC low-pin count
	The maximum transfer rate on those lines depend of FPGA characteristics. Multi-gigabit lines names are “DP*_M2C_*” or “DP*_C2M_*” (where C = carrier and M=mezzanine).
	
	On the low-pin count connector only one pair are available on each direction. Those line are connected on the MGTRX** FPGA pins. So those pins are connected at a GTP module.
	
	
	Regarding of the maximum transfer rate find on the “Spartan” documentation (max 3.2 Gb/s), it would not be possible to support the transfer rate of an “ADC” with serial output.
	 7.2  Standard IO
	Apparently, standard IO are able to sustain 1.08Gb/s data rate. That mean it would be possible to use “ADC” who used a parallel output type (where each bit use LVDS lines).
	 7.3  Connexion between ADC and FPGA conclusion
	Regarding on the FPGA characteristics and FMC standard, we should be able to sustain a 1GSPs if the ADC send data on parallel but on LVDS lines.
	 8  Front-end
	This chapter should be completed and verified by an analog expert. Most part of the following documentation is coming from amplifier manufacturer web site.
	 8.1  National: example of DC to 400 MHz front end
	On the data sheet of the LMH6518 (from page 17 to 27), there is a very good example of “DC to 400MHz” front end.
	 
	
	 8.2  Front-end conclusion
	Using the “National” solution could be interesting to save development time, but maybe it's not the simplest schematic. Contacting an analog expert can be a very good idea to go further in this project. In case of keeping the “National” schematic,it could be interesting to use “soft” gain of the LMH6518 instead of relays gain selector. If an hardware selection gain has to be used, using a PhotoMOS relay can save a lot of room on the PCB.
	 9  Clock generation and distribution
	To keep the best ADC performances, it very important to have a very stable clock. So to have the clock jitter the smallest possible, few companies provide integrated chips with jitter cleaner and distribution buffer.
	For example:
	Texas Instrument:
	CDCE62005 (Integrated VCO) 5 outputs
	CDCM7005 (External VCO needed) 5 outputs
	National Semiconductor:
	LMK04033 (Integrated VCO) 2 outputs
	LMK03033 (Integrated VCO) 4 outputs
	LMX2531LQ1910E (Integrated VCO) 1 output
	Analog Device
	AD9517 (Internal OR External VCO) 4 outputs (12 outputs single ended)
	Silicon Labs
	Si570 (Integrated VCO) 1 output (this one is used on the fmc_adc_100m14b2ch)
	Following blocks diagrams are examples of what is existent:
	 
	 10  Power supply
	Depend of which components will be used, few different voltage will have to be generated.
	List of voltage:
	3.3V (ADC Texas; Clock; …)
	1.9V (ADC National)
	5.0V (Front-end amplifier)
	+/-  6 to 8V (Front-end amplifier)
	If DC/DC converter structure will be used, the power consumption will be around 120mW (LT1931 with a power supply of 12V).
	If linear regulator will be used to generate 1.9V from 2.5V with 1.5A of current load, it would be 900mW of power consumption.
	So before going further, it will be important to choose the final architecture.
	 11  Temperature
	ADC maximum operating temperature is 85[°c]. So to keep best performances, the heat generated by all components will have to be evacuated.
	List of power dissipation:
	Component 
	Case 1
	Case 2
	Case 3
	Case 4
	Number of channel
	ADC
	Clock
	1
	ADC10D1000
	LMK04033
	2
	ADC10D1000
	LMK04033
	1
	ADS5400
	LMK04033
	2
	2xADS5400
	LMK04033
	Power [mW]
	Power [mW]
	Power [mW]
	Power [mW]
	ADC 
	2900
	2900
	2150
	4300
	Clock
	1100
	1100
	1100
	1100
	Power supply1,2
	1000
	1000
	500
	500
	Front-end1
	1200
	2400
	1200
	2400
	Total
	6200
	7400
	4950
	8300
	Note:
	1) Power supply and Front-end power consumption will depend of the final architecture, so values choose on the table are very approximative.
	2)The difference between Case1,2 and Case3,4 is the operating voltage of the ADC (case 1,2 National converter 1.9V and Case3,4 Texas converter 3.3V)
	To defined if a cooling system is needed, another study will be necessary.
	 11.1  Texas ADS5400 Thermal evacuation
	On their package, “Texas” has included a “PowerPAD” to have a thermal resistor as small as possible.
	
	For the ADC chip ADS5400, with an ambient temperature of 85° and a power consumption of 2.15[W] the temperature junction should be: 146°.
	Using an ADS5400 without special cooling system seems to be OK.
	 11.2  National Thermal evacuation
	National has also a thermal pad to keep the thermal resistor has small has possible.
	 
	For the ADC chip ADC10D1000, with an ambient temperature of 85° and a power consumption of 2.9[W] the temperature junction should be: 131°.
	Using an ADC10D1000 without special cooling system seems to be OK.
	 12  PCB population
	To choose the final architecture, it's important to check if there is enough room on the PCB to contain all components. 
	The front-end schematic describe at the chapter 8:Front-end has been used to populate the PCB.

	 12.1  Example with two ADS5400 (worth case)
	Component placed:
	Attention, on the following figure, there is no power supply components implemented (regulators, inductors, capacitors). 
	
	So regarding to the previous figure, it could be challenging to route this PCB, but this is the worth case in term of volume of component.
	Of course, there is few way to reduce this volume.
	1. Using PhotoMOS relays (example: AQY221N3MY) instead of mechanical relays
	2. Using one ADC10D1000 instead of two ADS5400
	3. Using a simplest front-end schematic
	4. Using “soft” gain selector(programmable gain into amplifier LMH6518) instead of mechanical one (relays or PhotoMOS) 


	 13  Conclusion
	There is few different “ADC”, how can be used to realize the “Fmc-adc-1g10b2ch” project. The two best choice in term of performance and power consumption are:
	1. ADS5400 from Texas (12bits, 1 channel, 775 USD)
	2. ADC10D1000 from National (10bits, 2 channels, 1334 USD)
	To have more informations, see chapter 6.5:ADC preliminary conclusion.
	Using two ADS5400 would be a little more complicated than using only one ADC10D1000. But with not that much effort and price, performances will be improved from 10bits to 12bits.
	FPGA LVDS inputs seems to be able to sustain a data rate of 1.08Gb/s. So the communication, between ADCs and FPGA, is possible, if every bit of the ADC used LVDS pair lines. For a 2 channel 10 bits, 20 “LAxx_P” and “LAxx_N” signals will be used. On the low-pin count connector there is 34 “LA” pairs available, so 14 more “LA” pairs will be available to transmit others signals.
	To have more informations, see chapter 7.3:Connexion between ADC and FPGA conclusion.
	There is a lot of different solution to generate the clock, few different manufacturers provide chips and application notes. ADC manufacturer provide also clock generation chips to have the best performances. To have some example, see chapter 9:Clock generation and distribution.
	The feasibility of the digital chain (clock, ADC, FPGA) is demonstrated but the biggest interrogation, on this project, is the front-end part.
	National semiconductor provide some very good example of front-end amplifier (DC to 400MHz), maybe it's not the simplest schematic but it can save some development time. Asking an analog expert could be a very good idea to improve amplifier performances.
	To have more information, see chapter 8:Front-end.
	Few thing has to be deeply verify:
	temperature evacuation
	front-end amplifier
	PCB room depending of architecture (ADC10D1000 or ADS5400)
	But the project “Fmc-adc-1g10b2ch” is feasible.
	In case of any question or suggestion, please contact : info@magentasys.com
	 14  Annex project
	 14.1  White Rabbit
	Project created to synchronize (less than 1ns) devices plugged on an Ethernet network.
	Link: http://www.ohwr.org/projects/white-rabbit
	 14.2  Wishbone
	FPGA internal bus used on the Carrier board.
	Link: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wishbone_%28computer_bus%29
	 14.3  Almost the same type of board...
	There is an example of same type of board found on the Internet. For a price inquiry, please contact MagentaSys.
	http://www.4dsp.com/FMC110.php
	
	
	Following chapters contain interesting informations found on the Internet.
	It has been saved here to keep a trace of it.
	 15  Interesting links:
	http://www.analog.com/en/content/over_design_with_ADCs_ADC_tutorials/fca.html
	 15.1  ADC manufacturer links
	 15.1.1  Analog Device
	http://www.analog.com/en/analog-to-digital-converters/products/index.html
	Nothing we are looking for.
	 15.1.2  Linear Technology
	http://parametric.linear.com/html/analog-to-digital_converters_%28adc%29?p=8199501&s=1097&o=DESC&v=
	Nothing we are looking for.
	 15.1.3  Texas
	http://focus.ti.com/paramsearch/docs/parametricsearch.tsp?family=analog&familyId=2020&uiTemplateId=NODE_STRY_PGE_T
	ADS5400
	 15.1.4  E2V
	http://www.e2v.com/products-and-services/hi-rel-semiconductor-solutions/broadband-data-converters/datasheets/
	EV10AQ190
	 15.1.5  National
	http://www.national.com/en/adc/ultra_high_speed_adc.html
	ADC10D1000 (1400 USD)
	http://www.national.com/pf/DC/ADC10D1000.html#Compare
	 15.1.6  NXP
	http://www.nxp.com/#/ps/ps=[i=53500]|pp=[t=pfp,i=53500]
	Nothing we are looking for.
	 15.1.7  Maxim
	http://para.maxim-ic.com/en/search.mvp?fam=fast_adc&hs=1
	MAX104
	MAX108
	MAX109
	 16  Data sheet of different component
	 16.1  Texas ADS5400
	
	
	 16.2  Clock source for the ADC
	
	 16.3  CDC7005
	
	 16.4  Overview of Texas Clock Generator
	
	 16.5  Overview of National clock generator
	
	 16.6  FMC110 clock system
	
	 16.7  Oscillator (VCXO)
	 16.7.1  Used on FMC110
	On the FMC110, they use a Z-COMM oscillator: CLV1000A-LF
	http://www.zcomm.com/Webstore/ProductInfo.aspx?productid=CLV1000A-LF
	 16.7.2  Used on the evaluation board of CDC7005
	On the CDC7005 evaluation board, the type of VCO is : TCO-2111T6144 (Toyocom)
	I have not found this reference number on the Toyocom web site but to have an idea of their product, take a look at the following link :
	http://www.epsontoyocom.co.jp/english/product/OSC/set07/vg4502ca/index.html
	
	 16.8  National solution
	
	 16.9  National Example of schematic to drive ADC input
	National have few different fully differential amplifier:
	http://www.national.com/cat/index.cgi?i=i//298
	Example : 
	 16.10  Analog Example of schematic to drive ADC input
	Analog device are some very good stuff on their documentation.
	
	They have a program who calculate components around fully differential amplifier. 
	http://www.analog.com/en/specialty-amplifiers/differential-amplifiers/ada4927-2/products/overview/over_diff_amp_calculator/resources/fca.html
	 16.11  National: example of DC to 400 MHz front end
	On the data sheet of the LMH6518 (from page 17 to 27), there is a very good example of “DC to 400MHz” front end.
	
	
	
	 16.12  Relay Omron
	http://components.omron.eu/en/products/catalogue/relays/high_frequency_relays/default.html
	Few different possibilities are available, the following link is a 2.6GHz compatible:
	http://components.omron.eu/en/products/catalogue/relays/high_frequency_relays/g6z/default.html
	 16.13  Texas Thermal evacuation
	On their package, “Texas” has included a “PowerPAD” to have a thermal resistor as small as possible.
	
	
	 16.14  National Thermal evacuation
	National has also a thermal pad to keep the thermal resistor has small has possible.
	
	
	


